AT HOME MISSION IMPOSSIBLE

**Mission #1**
Sing Taps backwards

**Mission #2**
Make a toilet paper pyramid

**Mission #3**
Make a 30 second dance and perform it for someone in your home

**Mission #4**
Put a plastic cup on your forehead, starting laying down and stand up without it falling off

**Mission #5**
Hold a plank for 30 seconds

**Mission #6**
Read 5 pages of your favorite book

**Mission #7**
Make a paper airplane and have a contest with someone in your home to see who’s goes farther

**Mission #8**
Draw your best version of the dinning hall from memory

**Mission #9**
Make yourself a yummy snack because you are halfway done!

**Mission #10**
Teach someone in your house a camp song

**Mission #11**
Take a silly selfie

**Mission #12**
Learn how to say hello in 3 new languages

**Mission #13**
Come up with spy code names for everyone in your home

**Mission #14**
Count how many steps you have in your home and then do that same number of jumping jacks

**Mission #15**
Write down one thing you are excited to do at camp this summer and share it with someone

**Mission #16**
Put on your colour clothes and sing one of your team cheers

**Mission #17**
Do a fun hairstyle on you or someone else’s hair

**Mission #18**
Open your door and go enjoy some deep breaths of fresh air!

**Secret Mission!!!**
Go check out and/or follow @ywcamptapawingo for more fun activities to brighten your day 😊